Plain Language Summary {#S0001}
======================

Temporal summation refers to the increased perception of pain in response to a train of identical painful stimuli, such as heat pulses, at frequencies ≥ 0.3Hz. Temporal summation has been traditionally considered a behavioral correlate to windup of spinal secondary neurons.

However, in addition to windup, noxious heat pulses also trigger other processes such as A-delta activation, habituation and/or descending inhibition. These additional processes may be responsible for the large between-individual variability in TS but have not been extensively studied.

In this exploratory study, we generated a continuous pain response curve and selected key features from the curve to model windup and possibly peripheral activation and habituation/inhibition. Our features were stable over time. Furthermore, the feature reflecting windup was highly correlated with traditional windup measures, independent from the other features and from heat pulse temperatures. We believe that our method of quantifying TS provides a more precise measure of windup by removing and characterizing influence from other sensory processes. Together, these curve features may be used as biomarkers of pain sensitivity.

Introduction {#S0002}
============

Temporal summation (TS) refers to the increased perception of pain with repeated delivery of identical noxious stimuli.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002] It is often considered a behavioral correlate of windup, where the spinal secondary neuron increases its output in response to recurring C-fiber stimulation at frequencies above 0.3Hz.[@CIT0003],[@CIT0004] Many noxious stimuli generate TS, including thermal, electrical, and punctate pressure.[@CIT0005] The current study focuses on thermal TS, which typically involves the delivery of a set of identical, noxious heat pulses to the body via a thermode. Thermal TS can be delivered in a standardized fashion, is generally well tolerated, and has been widely studied.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0006]--[@CIT0012]

Although thermal TS is often used to approximate central pain facilitation, problems with methodology have limited its application: one of the most significant is the lack of standardization in quantifying the magnitude of TS.[@CIT0013],[@CIT0014] Most current methods acquire data by using the subject to provide a single pain rating at the end of each heat pulse, but there are many ways to compute TS using these ratings: taking the difference, the slope, or the area under the "curve," between the first and various later pain ratings,[@CIT0006],[@CIT0007],[@CIT0011] or simply using the pain rating of the 5^th^ pulse.[@CIT0015]

Two problems exist with the traditional, varied approaches to describing TS. First, taking a single pain rating by a verbal cue at the end of each pulse artificially subjects the timing of the pain report to the timing of the verbal cue, resulting in less than optimal sampling resolution. Second, the various calculations of TS magnitude are inconsistent. For example, different relationships to factors such as anxiety[@CIT0007],[@CIT0015] and catastrophizing[@CIT0016] versus heat pain threshold[@CIT0017] were observed, depending on which measure was selected. While anxiety and catastrophizing are central, heat pain threshold is generally considered a peripheral property.[@CIT0018]--[@CIT0020] Therefore, TS calculated by the various current methods likely reflects various contributions from both peripheral and central sensory processes.

Noxious heat pulses generate a multitude of sensory processes in addition to spinal windup, and there has been little effort to elucidate and isolate these processes from the characterization of thermal windup. To address this gap, we conducted our study in the following 3 steps. First, we expanded TS data collection from single pain ratings to a continuous curve by asking our participants to rate their pain continuously. Second, based on existing pain theories[@CIT0021],[@CIT0022] which broadly categorize pain perception into peripheral nociceptor activation and central pain modulation that include both ascending (which TS is a part of) and descending processes,[@CIT0023],[@CIT0024] we isolated 3 features of our continuous TS curves to represent peripheral nociceptor activation (i),[@CIT0019],[@CIT0025]--[@CIT0027] windup (ii), and general inhibitory processes such as habituation[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] and conditioned pain modulation (iii),[@CIT0024],[@CIT0030] respective. Finally, recognizing our hypothesis, though based on current pain research, might be an over-simplified interpretation of reality, we examined the validity of our model by evaluating (a) the temporal stability of the features; (b) the relationship among the features and between these features and participant characteristics including demographics and psychological profiles, as well as classical measures of TS such as the difference in the pain rating between the first and most painful heat pulse.

Methods {#S0003}
=======

Overview {#S0003-S2001}
--------

This report presents a secondary analysis of data from a previously published study.[@CIT0014] The original study was approved by the Stanford University institutional review board and was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants provided written informed consent prior to participation in the study. The 2 objectives of the previous study were: (A) to improve the response to thermal TS paradigms by individually adjusting the baseline and peak temperatures of the heat pulses to achieve a moderate amount of TS (50 ± 20 VAS between the pain ratings of the first pulse and peak pain); (B) to assess the test--retest stability of thermal TS within the same day and over 1 week. Participants generated continuous TS response curves by providing a real-time rating of the second pain, although the magnitude of TS in that study was computed using a conventional method (maximal pain minus pain rating from the first pulse).[@CIT0011]

In the current study, we used the same continuous TS curves, but extracted curve features representing complex processes triggered by noxious heat pulses, evaluated the within-individual temporal stability of these curve features, and explored the potential physiologic meaning of these features.

### Participants And Behavioral Questionnaires {#S0003-S2001-S3001}

Healthy adults, free of major psychiatric or medical conditions, between the ages of 18 and 50, and did not have ongoing acute or chronic pain, were recruited. Mean age was 29.2 (SD 10.5) and 47% were female. After providing informed consent, each participant filled out a battery of questionnaires including: demographics, Beck's Depression Inventory (BDI),[@CIT0031] Fear of Pain Questionnaire (FPQ),[@CIT0032] anxiety sensitivity index (ASI),[@CIT0033] Spielberger\'s state-trait anxiety inventory (STAI)[@CIT0034] including y1s (state anxiety) and y2t (trait anxiety), and sensitivity hypersensitivity scale (SHS).[@CIT0035]

### Study Timeline {#S0003-S2001-S3002}

After completion of the questionnaires, each participant underwent individual optimization of baseline and peak temperatures of the heat pulses to achieve an estimated TS (calculated by subtracting pain from the first heat pulse from that of the peak pain) between 30 and 70 on a VAS scale of 0--100, on day 1.[@CIT0014] Then, on day 4 and day 11, five identical TS trials using the optimized temperatures from day 1 were administered between 3 and 120min apart. The five trials from day 4 and five from day 11 were used for the analyses in this manuscript ([Figure 1A](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).

### Summary Of Thermal TS Paradigm {#S0003-S2001-S3003}

Except for the individualized temperatures, heat pulses from all TS trials have the following identical parameters: number of pulses = 10; peak-to-peak duration = 2s (frequency = 0.5Hz); duration of peak temperature = 0.5s; ramp up and down rate = 40°C/s. ([Figure 1B](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}) Heat pulses were first administered to the thenar eminence of the non-dominant hand, then alternating hand at each subsequent trial. We used a constant contact thermode, contact heat-evoked potential stimulator (CHEPS) (diameter = 2.9cm) from the Pathway machine (Medoc, Ramat Ishay, Israel) was used for all TS trials.

### Training For Continuous Pain Rating During TS Paradigms {#S0003-S2001-S3004}

Each participant was asked to rate their pain continuously using a continuous output VAS (COVAS) box, which is a standard accessory to the Pathway machine. The COVAS allows real-time rating of pain by the visual analog scale (0 to 100, where 0 means "no pain" and 100 means "worst pain imaginable").

We explained to each participant that second pain was often felt 1--2s after the delivery of the heat pulse and, that rather than being a sharp sensation, it tended to be dull, throbbing, and burning. The participants were instructed to only rate this pain and to ignore the first pain---the sharp sensation occurring immediately with each pulse, and the ramping up and down between the pulses. Finally, we instructed the participants that second pain may gradually build up and increase or decrease, and that it may linger for a short while before disappearing. The participants were instructed to rate their experience of the second pain continuously, including the build-up, lingering, and end point throughout each TS trial.

After the participants were shown the CHEPS thermode and COVAS and educated about the nature of second pain, they then underwent at least 2 training trials to become comfortable both with experiencing the heat pulses and rating the second pain continuously.[@CIT0014],[@CIT0036]

### Rationale And Extraction Of Key Curve Features {#S0003-S2001-S3005}

First, based on existing knowledge on the mechanisms of pain perception[@CIT0037],[@CIT0038] and windup,[@CIT0003],[@CIT0004],[@CIT0039] we hypothesized that noxious heat pulses trigger 3 general processes: (i) peripheral nociception, i.e., activation of A-delta and C fibers,[@CIT0018],[@CIT0025],[@CIT0027] (ii) windup taking place at the spinal dorsal horn,[@CIT0004],[@CIT0039] (iii) inhibitory processes such as peripheral habituation[@CIT0029] and/or conditioned pain modulation[@CIT0030],[@CIT0040] in response to peripheral activation. Second, based on the above hypothesis, we selected curve features that may potentially reflect these 3 processes. For example, the time it takes to first perceive pain is likely related to peripheral sensitivity (i);[@CIT0018],[@CIT0027] the slope of increase in pain perception between the first and most painful pulse most likely represents windup (ii);[@CIT0007],[@CIT0017] and the decrease in pain perception after maximum pain likely is related to some kind of inhibitory process (iii).[@CIT0013],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] Lastly, recognizing (a) many features can be extracted from the TS curve and (b) more than one feature can relate to each of the proposed sensory processes, we selected three features which best describe the between-individual variability of the curve shapes, and are relatively easy to compute, as described below.

As [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} shows, the first feature is Lag, representing the time it takes to first perceive pain from the heat pulses. To minimize the influence of noise, we selected a threshold of 5 VAS (over 100) rather than zero. Because Lag represents the beginning of pain perception to noxious heat, we hypothesize that Lag would be a surrogate of peripheral nociception, i.e., c-fiber activation.

The second feature is Slope, defined as the maximum pain rating (Pmax) subtracted by the pain rating from the first heat pulse (PP1) divided by time. Previous investigators have used slope (fitted to discrete pain ratings of each pulse) to define TS because it closely approximates the sensitization to identical series of stimuli.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0011],[@CIT0013],[@CIT0017],[@CIT0041] However, the choices of the starting and ending points for the slope vary. For the starting point of Slope, we picked a point of around 4s on the x-axis, which corresponds to the approximate time when the second pain from the first pulse is perceived.[@CIT0008],[@CIT0014] Evidence suggests that peripheral factors strongly influence the rating of the first pulse;[@CIT0004],[@CIT0042]--[@CIT0044] therefore, we minimized the peripheral contribution to our calculation of Slope by subtracting the pain rating of the first pulse (PP1) from the maximum pain rating. We selected the maximum pain rating as the endpoint in our Slope calculation because it represents the maximum augmentation in pain perception in response to repetitive heat stimuli.[@CIT0006],[@CIT0045]

Finally, the third feature is Delta, defined as the maximum drop in pain rating after reaching peak pain. Previous authors have suggested the decrease of pain perception may relate to descending inhibitory processes triggered by noxious heat pulses.[@CIT0013],[@CIT0046]

Once we determined the choice of the key curve features, we extracted these features from all 10 TS trials from day 4 and day 11, using MATLAB, version 8.2 (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The mean and standard deviation of these features were then calculated.

### Analysis Of Temporal Stability Within Individual {#S0003-S2001-S3006}

We were specifically interested in the stability of the curve features over the course of 1 week. For each participant, we used a permutation test to assess the temporal stability of the extracted features without making distributional assumptions of the features. Our null hypothesis is that the mean value of the features on day 4 is equal to that on day 11. To do test this hypothesis, we randomly divide then 10 observations into two groups: 5 labeled day 4 and 5 labeled day 11, giving 252 possible ways of division (10 choose 5). For each division, we computed the mean values for each day and estimated the mean difference between day 4 and day 11 for each feature. We hypothesized that if there were no difference between days, then it should not matter which 5 of the 10 measurements we selected and designated as "day 4 values." If the "un-permuted" (that is to say, real) data lead to a difference in absolute value between days that is k^th^ largest among the 252, then an estimate of the "p-value" for the null hypothesis is given by k/252 (by "p-value" we mean "attained significance level," that is, the chance of seeing a difference as large or larger than what was observed by random chance only, given there is no difference).

### Assessment Of Curve Features Via Correlation Analysis {#S0003-S2001-S3007}

#### Variables Tested {#S0003-S2001-S3007-S4001}

We selected Lag, Slope, and Delta to approximate peripheral nociception, spinal windup, and descending inhibition/habituation, respectively. We explored the relationship among these curve features, and between them and individual characteristics such as demographics and psychological traits. Because we individualized the baseline and peak stimulating temperatures of the heat pulses to generate moderate TS in all individuals, we also included these individualized temperatures in the correlation analysis.

#### Computing Pearson Correlations And Their Significance Values With Permutation Statistics {#S0003-S2001-S3007-S4002}

First, we computed the correlations outlined above using the mean features from all 10 observations for each participant. Second, because the distributions of the features, as well as the participant characteristics are not Gaussian, we used permutation statistics to compute the p-value of the correlations, in a fashion similar to the permutation method described earlier to assess the temporal stability of the curve features. The details of our methods are outlined below.

Step 1: Compute p-values by permuting the features among the 19 participants. Specifically, there are a total of (19!),[@CIT0003] approximately 1.8 × 10[@CIT0051] ways to shuffle (permute) the 3 features among the 19 representative curves. For each shuffle, a Pearson's correlation coefficient, r, was computed. The correlation of the non-permuted features was also computed and ranked as the k^th^ highest among the permuted correlations. The null hypothesis is that there is no correlation, i.e., *r* = 0. The significance value of the null hypothesis is then k/10[@CIT0051] However, given the large number of possible shuffles possible, we chose to estimate the p-value using Matlab to simulate 10,000 random possible shuffles and then ranked the non-permutated correlation as k'th highest among the 10,000 permuted correlations. This gave us an estimated p-value of k'/10,000.

Readers will note that it would have been enough to fix a randomly chosen feature and to permute the other 2. However (19!)[@CIT0002] is also an enormous number. We would then have had to subsample permutations. Our permuting all features has obvious appeal, anyway.

Step 2: Practical restraints on permutation statistics. Not all random permutations are realizable. For example, if a participant takes a long time to first feel pain (long Lag) and reports a slow pain rise (low Slope), then a high Delta would not be possible. We used the following formulas to screen the permutations generated in step 2 above and retained only those that are physically possible. We needed to reject \~30% of our permutations based on the rules below.

Maximum remaining time = 22 -- (time of PP1) = 22--3.9 = 18.1s

Achievable max pain = PP1 + slope × 18.1

Reject permutation if: Delta \> Achievable max pain; or (Lag ≥ 22s and Slope \> 0).

#### Sensitivity Analysis (Outliers) {#S0003-S2001-S3007-S4003}

We also repeated the above analyses after removing outliers. As our primary interest was in windup, we identified subjects whose average Slope from all 10 TS trials exceeded twice the group mean.

Results {#S0004}
=======

Participant Characteristics And Individualized Stimulating Temperatures {#S0004-S2001}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

A total of 19 participants completed the experiment. Of these, 10 were male (average age 29.7, SD = 10.9) and 9 were female (average age 28.2, SD = 10.9). The demographics of the study cohort and the results of the behavioral questionnaires are summarized in Table S1 in part 1 of the [[Supplemental Material](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=212137.docx)]{.ul}. The individualized baseline (b-temp) and peak (p-temp) stimulating temperatures are summarized in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}. Note that the goal of the optimization is to achieve an estimated TS (calculated as maximum pain reported subtracted by pain from first heat pulse) between 30 and 70 points on a 0--100 VAS scale.[@CIT0014]Table 1Individualized Baseline (B-temp) And Peak (P-temp) Stimulating TemperaturesSubject IDB-Temp (°C)P-Temp (°C)0142510239490340.551044050064251073949084049093949011415101240490144049015404901640490184049019384902138.549025405002640470274047Sample Mean39.949.3Std Deviation1.01.1

Continuous TS Response Curves And Variability In Curve Shape {#S0004-S2002}
------------------------------------------------------------

We were able to obtain continuous TS response curves for each of the 10 trials for all 19 participants. All 190 curves are available as individual plots and as daily means for each participant in Part 2 and Part 3 of the [[Supplemental Material](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=212137.docx)]{.ul}, respectively. [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} contains examples of the daily mean TS curves (computed by averaging 5 curves from each day) from 3 representative participants. [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that there is a large variation in the shape of the mean TS curves, but the curve shapes largely preserved between day 4 and day 11.

Summary Of Mean Curve Features {#S0004-S2003}
------------------------------

[Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} summarizes the mean curve features. Because we found these features were temporally stable (detailed in [section 3](#S0004-S2003){ref-type="sec"} below), we chose to represent the features as the mean value over all 10 TS trials from both day 4 and day 11. [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the curve features before and after taking out two outliers who had \>2 times the mean in Slope. We chose to focus on Slope because based on our hypothesis, it was the most relevant feature to windup.Table 2Curve Features From Each Participant (Average Of 10 trials)Subject IDLag (s)Slope (VAS/s)Delta (VAS)017.3661.101.4021.9772.1616.6032.6402.886.3043.7782.760.5062.8481.565.1071.5129.10 (outlier)49.0082.6980.9513.1092.3792.461.30114.5773.731.20121.6362.3131.10142.1062.326.10155.08014.59 (outlier)13.90162.8601.8116.20182.4202.7122.50192.2784.027.50212.4792.2211.00253.1991.683.80262.2151.7322.60272.5963.2716.3Group Mean N=192.983.3312.92Standard Dev N=191.393.2412.20Group Mean w/o outliers, N=172.952.3310.7Standard Dev w/o outliers, N=171.330.849.0

Temporal Stability Of Curve Features {#S0004-S2004}
------------------------------------

[Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"} contains the within-individual, between-day stability of Lag, Slope, and Delta. Bold highlights indicate a significant difference with p \< 0.05, which suggests that for these few individuals, the highlighted features may not be identical between days. Overall, the features remain stable for the majority of the participants.Table 3Temporal Stability Of Curve FeaturesSubject IDBetween-Day Difference (d4-d11)p-ValueLag (s)Slope (VAS/s)Delta (VAS)LagSlopeDelta13.96**−0.94**1.600.22**0.01**0.602−0.024.332.400.940.830.673−0.33−1.201.000.120.220.834**−2.69**−0.37−0.20**0.01**0.261.006−1.041.80−0.200.090.251.0070.023.68−6.000.950.280.628**−0.6346.57**1.80**0.010.01**0.6890.05−0.841.000.820.700.71110.924.34−1.200.520.720.5512−0.2113.54−12.200.510.960.2514−0.43.51**6.200.01**0.22**0.02**150.2325.5617.000.630.280.0716**−0.4617.93**−0.80**0.030.04**0.92180.162.09−0.600.680.420.94190.080.53−11.400.670.860.17210.04−26.52−4.400.740.390.23250.15−20.031.600.500.320.40260.330.6410.400.080.350.4427−0.26−23.06−5.800.210.080.52[^1]

Correlation Analyses Of Curve Features {#S0004-S2005}
--------------------------------------

### Correlation Between Slope And Classical TS Measures, And Among Curve Features {#S0004-S2005-S3001}

First, we found strong correlation between Slope and traditional measures of TS, including the difference between PP1 (pain from first pulse) and Pmax (maximum pain), and between PP1 and pain from the last pulse (*r* = 0.91, *p* \< 0.0001; and *r* = 0.72, *p* =0.0007, respectively). Second, while Lag and Delta were negatively correlated (*r* = −0.50, *p* = 0.042), there were no statistically significant correlations between Slope and these two features.

### Correlation Between Curve Features And Individualized Stimulating Temperatures {#S0004-S2005-S3002}

As shown in [Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}, while Lag and Delta demonstrate various correlations with the peak and baseline stimulating temperatures, Slope showed no statistically significant correlation with either temperatures.Table 4Correlation Among Curve Features, And Between Curve Features And Stimulating Temperatures*r*btempptemplagslopedeltabtemp1.000**0.5370.597**−0.191−0.306ptemp1.000**0.493**−0.104**−0.484**lag1.0000.148**−0.502**slope1.0000.344delta1.000***p*****btempptemplagslopedelta**btemp1.000**0.0200.009**0.4030.201ptemp1.000**0.033**0.637**0.033**lag1.0000.505**0.042**slope1.0000.115delta1.000[^2]

### Correlation Between Curve Features (Including Temperatures) And Participant Characteristics {#S0004-S2005-S3003}

We found no significant correlations between the curve features and any of the demographic or psychological measures, including age, sex, physical sensitivity (SHS), depression (BDI), fear (FPQ), or anxiety (ASI and STAI).

However, as shown in [Table 5](#T0005){ref-type="table"}, the baseline stimulating temperature (b-temp) was negatively correlated with trait anxiety (STAI-Y2T, *r* = −0.49, *p* = 0.031) and the peak stimulating temperature (p-temp) was negative correlated state anxiety (STAI-Y1S, *r* = −0.48, *p* = 0.039).Table 5Correlation Between TS Curve Features (Including Stimulating temperatures) And Participant Characteristicsrsexagebdifpqasistai_y2tstai_y1sB_temp0.2650.154−0.3360.054−0.082**−0.491**−0.288P_temp−0.0790.197−0.1160.1640.246−0.343**−0.478**lag−0.0640.310−0.1930.1400.037−0.294−0.260slope−0.1720.124−0.1030.134−0.375−0.061−0.121delta0.2070.041−0.189−0.088−0.355−0.0080.244**psexagebdifpqasistai_y2tstai_y1s**B_temp0.2890.5240.1560.8300.738**0.031**0.229P_temp0.7820.4120.6280.5000.3180.155**0.039**lag0.8200.1960.4410.5690.8830.2260.281slope0.5130.6710.7110.5900.1090.8100.613delta0.4190.8700.4380.7230.1320.9730.314[^3]

### Sensitivity Analysis On Correlations After Removing Outliers In Slope ([Table 6](#T0006){ref-type="table"}) {#S0004-S2005-S3004}

As shown in [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}, ID \#7 and \#15 had Slope values more than twice that of the group mean. We therefore repeated the correlation analyses above with these subjects removed. [Table 6A](#T0006){ref-type="table"} demonstrates that the relationships among the curve features and between them and the stimulating temperatures remained unchanged compared to [Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}. However, [Table 6B](#T0006){ref-type="table"} shows that new relationship between Slope and BDI (*r* = 0.49, *p* = 0.049) appeared with removal of these outliers (compared to [Table 5](#T0005){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, there is an almost significant correlation between Slope and trait anxiety, STAI-y2t (*r*= 0.48, *p* = 0.052).Table 6Correlation Analyses AFTER Removal Of Outliers In Slope (ID \#7 And ID \#15)**6A. Relationship Among Curve Features And Stimulating Temperaturerbtempptemplagslopedelta**btemp1.000**0.5380.614**−0.388−0.213ptemp1.000**0.558**−0.062**−0.624**lag1.000−0.206**−0.542**slope1.000−0.094delta1.000**pbtempptemplagslopedelta**btemp1.000**0.0310.008**0.1260.427ptemp1.000**0.019**0.812**0.008**lag1.0000.436**0.025**slope1.0000.719delta1.000**6B. Relationship Between Curve Features And Participant Characteristicsrsexagebdifpqasistai_y2tstai_y1s**btemp0.3480.215−0.3700.063−0.145**−0.498**−0.306ptemp−0.0820.219−0.1400.1900.230−0.370**−0.508**lag0.0860.413−0.1520.0660.155−0.203−0.213slope−0.4150.078**0.487**−0.4030.245*0.477*0.303delta0.063−0.174−0.190−0.178−0.304−0.1100.393**psexagebdifpqasistai_y2tstai_y1s**btemp0.2130.4130.1460.8180.580**0.043**0.238ptemp0.8380.4000.5890.4660.3850.150**0.041**lag0.8260.0850.5860.8010.5490.4370.407slope0.0950.764**0.049**0.1080.341*0.052*0.233delta0.8190.4980.4590.4900.2310.6790.121[^4]

Discussion {#S0005}
==========

In this exploratory study, we have demonstrated the feasibility of recording thermal TS responses using a continuous response vs time curve of pain ratings. We selected 3 curve features to approximate 3 physiological processes triggered by noxious heat pulses: peripheral nociception, windup, and habituation (and/or inhibition). After demonstrating within-individual temporal stability of these features, our preliminary correlation analysis suggested that we have successfully separated windup from other sensory processes triggered by noxious heat pulses.

Advantages Of Recording Thermal TS Response Using A Continuous Curve {#S0005-S2001}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Compared with traditional methods in which only discrete pain ratings are reported at the cue of the experimenter, using continuous rating of second pain offers more information and is simpler to perform. It allows us to obtain more precise estimates of parameters such as time to pain perception (Lag) and duration of after sensations. Our method also frees the experimenter from using and recording the subject's pain level after each pulse. Finally, traditional measures of thermal TS (such as absolute difference between the first and most painful pulse) can easily be derived from this continuous curve.

The major barriers to recording continuous TS response curves are: (1) a device must be available that allows continuous pain recording and is synchronized to the temperature curve; (2) it is more difficult to train the participant to rate the second pain continuously than it is to provide a single rating at a time prompted by the experimenter. Despite these barriers, our results demonstrated strong correlation between our windup measure (Slope) and other traditional measures of windup (e.g., change between pain from the first pulse and that of the most painful pulse), confirming success of our data collection method.

Ultimately, the ability to capture continuous pain ratings in response to thermal TS stimuli would allow the collection of data with higher temporal resolution than previously possible. Consequently, it allows advanced modeling to differentiate the various physiological processes triggered by noxious heat pulses as well as explore the correlation of these features with participant demographic and psychological attributes.

Selection Of Curve Features: Separating Windup From Other Sensory Processes {#S0005-S2002}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

We hypothesized that Lag, Slope, and Delta may approximate peripheral nociception, spinal windup, and habituation and/or descending inhibition, respectively. Although it is not possible to directly prove our hypothesis, our data support the association between the chose curve features and the proposed underline physiological processes.

First, 3 lines of evidence suggest that we have separated windup (Slope) from other sensory processes triggered by noxious heat pulses. First, our windup measure, Slope, correlated strongly with traditionally TS measures from the literature.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0013],41 Second, while Lag and Delta were negatively correlated, we did not find statistically significant correlation between these features and Slope. Third, while Lag and Delta correlated well with the stimulating temperatures which are related to peripheral sensitivity,[@CIT0013],[@CIT0014] we did not find statistically significant correlations between Slope and the stimulating temperatures. Therefore, the above evidence suggests that Slope is strongly related to windup, a central phenomenon and less related to peripheral sensitivity as represented by the individualized stimulating temperatures.

Second, Lag is defined as the time it takes to first perceive heat pain which has been shown to relate to peripheral nociceptor sensitivity.[@CIT0047] Our data show Lag is correlated to both baseline and peak stimulating temperatures. During optimization,[@CIT0014] we ensured that the baseline stimulating temperature (b-temp) generates a warm (maybe slightly painful) sensation, and is limited between 38°C and 42°C, which is in the range of cutaneous c-fiber threshold in primates.[@CIT0018],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0048] In contrast, the peak stimulus temperature (p-temp) is delivered rapidly and is supra-threshold (47--51°C).[@CIT0014] This range of peak stimulating temperature overlaps with the typical range of A-delta thresholds in primates,[@CIT0019],[@CIT0048] and in C fibers from other studies.[@CIT0049],[@CIT0050] Furthermore, the mean Lag from this group of pain-free individuals is approximately 3s, i.e., 1s after the heat pulse. This reaction time is consistent with reaction time from peripheral c-fiber activation, whose conduction speed is approximately 0.9m/s.[@CIT0025],[@CIT0027] As such, both its correlation with stimulating temperatures and the similarity between Lag and reaction time associated with c-fiber activation support the association between Lag and c-fiber mediated peripheral nociception. Finally, despite our best efforts, some participants may still be reporting A--delta-mediated first pain, especially during the first few pulses. Other researchers have reported this phenomenon.[@CIT0015],[@CIT0039],[@CIT0042]

Delta is defined as the maximum decrease in pain ratings after the peak pain is reached. It may relate to peripheral A-delta and/or C fiber activities, as shown by a correlation of −0.48 (*p* = 0.033) with the peak stimulating temperature.[@CIT0019],[@CIT0048]--[@CIT0050] Delta might represent several processes. For example, Bosma et al identified BOLD activities in the RVM and PAG regions of the brain in response to thermal TS paradigm.[@CIT0046] These regions are implicated in endorphin-mediated descending pain inhibition.[@CIT0051] In addition, strong A-delta stimulation, particularly of the type II A-delta mechano-heat (AMH) fibers, leads to fatigue and adaption of peripheral A-delta response.[@CIT0027],[@CIT0052] Anderson et al[@CIT0013] hypothesized that such "peripheral saturation" may explain the lack of TS, or temporal decrease of second pain (TDSP), observed in more than half of the healthy individuals they tested. We have advanced Anderson's hypothesis by (a) identifying a possible surrogate measure of A-delta sensitivity (peak stimulus temperature); (b) estimating degree of "peripheral contribution" via Delta. In summary, Delta might represent a combination of central inhibition and peripheral adaptation in response to noxious heat pulses, though clearly more studies are needed to characterize the relationship between these processes and Delta.

Between-Day Stability Of Key Curve Features {#S0005-S2003}
-------------------------------------------

Our results indicate the general stability of all three chosen curve features. Slope, which closely represents windup, demonstrated identical values for both testing days in 16 of the 19 participants. This result is consistent with prior reports of the general stability of TS as measured by other methods.[@CIT0014],[@CIT0041] The results on Lag and Delta suggest that sensory processes represented by these features are also grossly stable.

Relationship Between Curve Features And Participant Characteristics {#S0005-S2004}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

In the full sample, while we did not find statistically significant correlations between curve features and participant characteristics, we found inverse correlations between the baseline and peak stimulating temperatures to trait and state anxiety, respectively. Considering we had individually adjusted the temperature settings of the heat pulses to generate moderate amount of TS in our participants, it is possible that these individualized temperature settings reduced the variability in our curve features. Furthermore, the relationship between TS parameters and anxiety found in our study is consistent with literature.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0015] In these other examples, the authors did not individualize the thermal stimulation and found correlation between magnitude of TS (measured as difference between first and most painful pulse) and anxiety.

After removing ID \#7 and \#15, Slope demonstrated positive correlation with depression and likely anxiety. While these make intuitive sense, given our limited sample size, we are careful not to draw definitive conclusions on our outlier analysis. A greater sample size is clearly needed in our next, validation study.

Limitations And Future Studies {#S0005-S2005}
------------------------------

The current study has several limitations.

First, as an exploratory study, we had made several assumptions interpreting the correlation analyses: (i) we only examined linear relationships between curve features and other parameters of interest; (ii) we did not account for multiple comparisons; (iii) in cases where we did not find statistically significant correlations, it is conceivable to observe some correlations with much larger sample size. However, our practice of examining linear relationships in an exploratory study does not deviate significantly from the literature.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0015] Furthermore, looking at [Tables 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"} and [5](#T0005){ref-type="table"}, few of the p values are in the gray zone thus making our other points less relevant.

Second, like many other TS methods, our methodology requires extensive participant training to ensure that participants (a) understand the anchors for 0 and 100 on the VAS; (b) able to differentiate first and second pain; (c) able to rate second pain in a continuous fashion. Therefore, a prerequisite for successful capture of continuous thermal TS response is adequate and standardized participant training. While it may be time-consuming, it does allow capture of more information with higher temporal resolution.

Third, we built a simple model of only 3 curve features that may not completely capture the complex between-individual variability in TS response. Furthermore, while our selected curve feature (Slope) demonstrated strong correlations to existing measures of TS, we do not have enough evidence to confirm that Lag represents only peripheral nociceptor activation or Delta in fact measures habituation ± descending pain modulation. However, to the best of our knowledge, our attempt is the first to define features in a phasic thermal TS response curve AND to isolate what appears to be an excellent measure of windup from other processes triggered by noxious heat pulses. The competition and balance between these sensory processes may offer answers to the great between-individual variability seen in thermal TS responses.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0013],[@CIT0053]

In the future, we propose to extend our study and make it clinically relevant by: (1) validate our results in **larger** cohorts and contrasting curve features between those with vs without chronic pain; (2) stratify patients based curve profiles and evaluate relationship between curve profiles and risks of chronic pain as well as response to treatment; (3) further characterize Lag and Delta where TS and other QST modalities will be simultaneously tested. Additionally, we may include other relevant patient characteristics beyond those analyzed here (e.g., catastrophizing, history of childhood trauma, etc.) in studying these curve features.

Conclusions And Clinical Utilities {#S0005-S2006}
----------------------------------

We have demonstrated feasibility of recording thermal TS responses using a continuous curve of pain ratings. Furthermore, we were successful in isolating a windup measure consistent with previous studies from other sensory processes, and in quantifying these processes using curve feature modeling. Compared to traditional methods of quantifying thermal TS where a single feature is derived based on discrete pain ratings, our method affords higher resolution and the opportunity of better characterizing the complex sensory processes triggered by heat pulse administration. Future studies are clearly needed to further characterize thermal TS response and to understand the physiologic significance of Lag and Delta. Ultimately, these curve features may be used together as biomarkers to differentiate patients with chronic pain from health controls, and to stratify patients into diagnostic and prognostic groups to facilitate personalized delivery of pain relief strategies. Figure 1Experimental Design. (**A**) Study timeline. (**B**) Phasic thermal temporal summation paradigm.Figure 2Selection of Key Features from an example TS response curve.Figure 3Variability in Shape of TS Curves and Stability of Curve Shape Over Time. (**A**) Subject \#1, with long Lag, low Slope, and minimal Delta. (**B**) Subject \#9, with short Lag, moderate Slope, and minimal Delta. (**C**) Subject \#18, also with short Lag, moderate Slope but a large Delta.**Notes:** The red curve represents the average TS curve from day 4 and blue represents the average TS curve from day 11. Figure 4Distribution of curve features before (n=19) and after removal of outliers (n=17) in Slope (Participant \#7 and \#15). (**A**) Distribution of Slope in full sample vs outliers removed. (**B**) Distribution of Lag in full sample vs outliers removed. (**C**) Distribution of Delta in full sample vs outliers removed.
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[^1]: **Note:** Bold values indicate statistical significance p \<0.05.

[^2]: **Note:** Bold values indicate statistical significance p \<0.05.

[^3]: **Note:** Bold values indicate statistical significance.

[^4]: **Note:** Bold values indicate statistical significance p \<0.05.
